This article presents and introduces a new approach for researching into fashion, textile and clothing design. Following Christopher Alexander's understanding of a pattern language the aim is to present and propose a pattern language which assists with the visualisations and designs of garments that use narrative, non-visual forms as forms of inspiration. To visualise the descriptions of the Slovenian mythological creatures, a guided method for designing the garments was developed, based on fashion design practice and different proposed mythological patterns. Furthermore, the design components during the drawing process were defined and analysed. The above-mentioned type of research is important in order to better understand the phases in the design process during drawing. On the basis of the gained results it can be concluded that the proposed pattern language and the guided method have great potential for creating new interdisciplinary knowledge. This developed method for visualising garments' forms was tested on Slovenian mythological creatures but it could be used with any written texts. Moreover the method can also be used for educational purposes and further research into fashion design processes because it provides a classified environment that can be easily observed, analysed, and discussed. 
Introduction
Defi nitions in design are focused on processes that are oriented towards particular goals, problem solving and the improvements of existing situations [1] . Th e design knowledge lies, according to Cross, in the designers themselves, in the design process and in the designed objects. Methods of how designers work, how they come up with ideas, how they design individual objects are processes that include design knowledge [2] . In the year 1993 Christopher Frayling published an article with the title Research in Art and Design, where he described three diff erent approaches on research into, through, and for art and design. Research into art and design is according to Frayling a type of research which is orientated towards "historical research, aesthetic or perceptual research and research into a variety of theoretical perspectives on art and design" [3] . Research through art and design is according to Frayling a type of research that is orientated towards "material research, development of the work, and active research" [3] .
Research for art and design is according to Frayling a type of research which is orientated towards "artefact research and the knowledge that lies in the artefacts that is visual and not verbal" [3] . Th e concepts of research in, for and through design were later addressed by, among others, Alain Findeli [4] and Wolfgang Jonas [5] . Due to the fact that mythological narratives are mostly widespread in a non-object form and that specifi c garments may only be compared and analysed if they have a material form [6] , the decision was made to visualise them so that they could be analysed in future research to fi nd out what aspects may be considered to be unique. With this kind of research the ideas of Zimmerman [7] are promoted, that designers should do what they do best, i.e. observe the world and design, and thus visualise knowledge which contributes to the development of the discipline of design. Th is paper presents and discuss the newly-developed guided method and the mythological patterns for fashion design, which have proved to be more suitable for visualising of the descriptions of garments from any narrative form. Th e presented method was developed within the doctoral thesis entitled "Design and Visualisation of Garments Worn by Mythological Slovenian Creatures" [8] . Th is investigated research type is important for analysing the transmission of non-picture-based inspiration into designed objects and thus to gain a better understanding about the design processes. Furthermore, this research can also show how and what students are designing during drawing the garments and to gain a clearer, deeper insight into the designed components that form the garments' silhouettes. Moreover, in this research paper, the theoretical framework, suggestions and methods from the following fi elds were used: Slovenian mythology, architecture and fashion design. Th e theoretical framework of the research is presented initially. Next, the design process at the drawing stage is discussed. Aft er that, the formation and development of mythological patterns and the guided method are presented. Th e patterns that have been developed, proposed and tested in this research article were the fi rst attempt and a starting point towards building a pattern language for fashion design. In addition, a design case is presented in which the proposed method was tested. Th e article ends with conclusions and proposals for future research.
Descriptions of garments in Slovenian mythology
Slovenian mythology represents a form of a unique cultural tradition that a designer can use as starting points in the creation of a wide range of products. Many researchers are and have researched Slovenian mythology but the research focuses primarily on the importance and formation of myths. Th e word myth originates from the Greek word mythos and stands for a text, wording for a story [9] . Researchers such as Anzur [10] , Kropej [9] and Smitek [11] have researched the Slovenian mythology to defi ne its origions and meaning. Th ey researched it to obtain a better understanding of a specifi c tradition but not as a source towards design artefacts. Th e Slovenian mythological tradition off ers a unique cultural heritage that can be used as an inspiration for forming an individual design language that can help to promote a design language that can be understood as specifi c to a certain region. Descriptions of garments worn by mythological creatures are used to determine their social status and characters. Bad, negative or evil creatures are always dressed in old, torn and black garments. In contrast good, positive and helpful creatures are always dressed in white and clean garments [8] . Radenkovic notes, that mythological creatures are appearing in human form but the role of worn garments is diff erent to the role when these garments are worn by humans [12] . Th e garments worn by mythological creatures are not used to protect a creature from weather conditions or to hide sexual attributes as it is when they are worn by humans. Garments are used as indicators for creatures' natures [8] . Th e garments worn by Slovenian mythological creatures open up a new dimension in the research of Slovenian mythology and additional insights which have a positive impact on the understanding of the importance of clothing as a system of communication [13] , which can have an arbitrary shape.
Alexander' s approach to patterns and the pattern language
Th e fi eld of fashion, clothing and textile design is part of the discipline of design, but must be addressed by interdisciplinary means [14] .
In the language that is used in fashion design, the term pattern refers to a particular artistic or technical component. When Alexander talks about patterns and pattern languages, he is not talking about artistic or technical components, but instead, about patterns that can be considered as the best examples to solve a recognized problem [15] . Th e use of the pattern language was and still is extremely controversial in the world of architecture [16] [17] [18] but in the world of Human-Computer Interaction and software engineering, patterns are oft en used and accepted as producers of good design solutions [19] [20] [21] [22] . At the present time they are even used to inform and improve fi refi ghting practice [23] . Until 2015, no one has ever published patterns or a pattern language for fashion design. In 1977, Alexander promoted and presented an alternative to established ideas in architecture, building and planning [24] . Th e idea that was introduced should be seen as a new philosophical framework in design [18] and not only as a new design method. Alexander researched the interaction between people, artifacts, and the world. Patterns and pattern languages present methods that can help to solve complex problems in architecture and design. Each of Alexander's patterns consists of a number, name, abstract, example, sketch, description of the problem that the pattern addresses, description of the use of a pattern, and an explanation as to why such a solution is suitable, and describes the situation in which this pattern can be used [24] . Each one has to reveal the relationship between the context and forces that occur within a specifi c fi eld [25] . A pattern can be used only if it contains two empirical requirements: Firstly, it has to have the ability to address the problem as a confl ict between forces within a given context, and secondly, it has to suggest solutions that do not produce new confl icts within a given situation [25] . According to Alexander, the feelings of humans are the most important aspects to be considered at the stage of proving if a pattern is suitable for use or not. If combined, patterns can form a Pattern language which should provide abstract solutions that solve problems within a specifi c context [26, 27] . Th e structure of a pattern language is formed by single, non-isolated patterns. Each has to be part of a smaller and larger pattern at the same time. Th e patterns have to support each other and contain results that form a whole. Each has to be seen as the centre of a network that forms a pattern language. Th e links between the patterns are as important as the patterns themselves [25] . Each one, as for example pattern number 189, the dressing room, not only addresses the dressing room but also provides suggestions and solutions that the designer should consider when designing a house. His 253 patterns form the pattern language.
Patterns for the visualisations of the descriptions of garments
For the visualisation of garment descriptions, the method proposed by Alexander [15, 24, 25] was redesigned, and adapted in a way that can be used to solve problems which arise in the phase of drawing during a fashion design project. In this phase, the designer designs fi ve components that defi ne the fi nished garment: He/she designs the silhouette (S), proportions (P), garment forms (O), material (M) and accessories (D) [28] . While designing the silhouette, the designer also designs the shape of the body or the shape of the dress. While designing the proportions, the designer designs the proportions between diff erent garments in a silhouette or between the silhouette and the body. While designing the garments, the designer designs the actual clothes that will build the fi nished silhouette. While designing the material, the designer defi nes the material that will be used in the fi nished garment. While design-
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ing the accessories, the designer decides either to design accessories which will be sewn into the garment, such as pockets, sleeves and scarves, or to design accessories that will be produced separately, like shoes or bags. Th e fi ve phases (S, P, O, M, and D) that occur during drawing were used to determine fi ve main categories in the presented pattern language.
Experimental part
Th e research was divided in three parts. In the fi rst part patterns were developed using Alexanders approach to a pattern language [25] . In the second part those patterns were tested during a workshop which took place at the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Engineering, University of Ljubljana, by fashion design students in their fi nal year. In the last (third) part of the test the selection of a non-picture based inspiration, the design components during the drawing process and the components that form the garments silhouette were analysed. For the needs of this research, patterns were developed with the help of Slovenian mythological stories but the method may be applied to any narrative form. Th e patterns were developed for the visualization of Pehtra, a Slovenian mythological creature. She was chosen because her garments were described 18 times in the researched stories. To defi ne the patterns, more than 2400 written texts were researched. 14 stories that contained descriptions of the garments worn by Pehtra such as a dress, skirt, or blouse and a garment variation, such as a dark dress, long skirt, or wide black dress were found. Th ose descriptions served as the startings point for developing the mythological patterns and each of the 18 patterns was developed in the same way. For example, the sentence describes Pehtra as: "She was a giantess wearing a long, bright dress that reached down to the fl oor" [29] . Th is example was used to defi ne fi ve diff erent patterns as presented below. Th e example provide information about one garment type and four garment variations that may be linked to four categories. Th e fi rst is the pattern giant which was linked to the category silhouette. Th e second is the pattern long and the third is the pattern down to the fl oor. Th ose two patterns were linked to the category proportions. Th e fourth pattern dress was linked to the category garments. Th e fi ft h pattern bright was linked to the category material.
Single Pattern for the Visualisation of Pehtra' s Written Garments
According to the fi ndings of garment descriptions worn by Pehtra, 18 diff erent patterns were developed. Each of the 18 patterns consists of 8 sets, which ensure its integrity and relevance for solving identifi ed problems. Due to the magnitude of the problem, only one developed pattern, i.e. Giant -S(p)#1, is presented.
Set 1: Name of the Pattern Description: In the fi rst pattern set, the pattern's name is determined, which consists of 2 parts: Th e fi rst describes a variation or type of garment, while the second forms the pattern's acronym. S stands for the category Silhouette, (p) stands for the name of the creature Pehtra and the number stands for a specifi c variation in a single category.
Example: Giant -S(p)#1
Set 2: Summary of the Story Description: In the second pattern set, the story in which a certain garment type or a garment variation was mentioned is summarised. Example: Th e story with the title "Our Father Meets Pehtra" talks about a man who liked to take shortcuts. During one of his trips, he encountered the giantess. Upon seeing her, he was paralyzed with fear. Once he could move again, he saw her walking down the hill [29] .
Set 3: Example Description:
In the third pattern set, the part in which a certain garment type or variation was mentioned is quoted. Example: "She was a giantess wearing a long, bright dress that reached down to the fl oor" [29] .
Set 4: Context Description:
In the fourth pattern set, the garments characteristics are placed in a setting and described with the help of empirical facts. Example: Th e word "giant" provides information about the volume of a certain body or garment. Th e volume in fashion is being used to describe the dimensions of a particular garment but is not as precise as the length or the width [6] . When defi ning the volume of a garment, one should consider the relationship between both extremes: the giant and the tiny (polar opposites). Th ose two extremes do not provide an absolute state but should be seen as a temporary position of a certain volume. Th is means that the volume cannot be giant and small at the same time [6] . Regardless of whether only one variant is mentioned (giant), it is necessary to determine the relationship between giant and normal, and normal and tiny because it is necessary to set the rules of a system over the rules of a language [6] . Th e word "normal" describes a particular established rule, which is in accordance with established standards [30] .
Set 5: Problem Description:
In the fi ft h pattern set, the problem that the pattern addresses is defi ned. Example: Defi ne the relationships between giant, normal and small.
Set 6: Forces Description:
In the sixth pattern set, all known information about a certain problem that a pattern addresses is recaptured. Further attention is drawn to the problems faced by the designer during the design process. In addition, the symbolic meaning of each visualised garment type or garment variant is mentioned. Example: Th e volume of a body can represent a starting point in a design process. Th e designer has to decide whether to follow the volume of the body or to totally ignore it. Garments with giant volumes emphasise authority and personality, while clothes with a small volume highlight eroticism [31] .
Set 7: Solution Description:
In the seventh pattern set, the proposed solution for the addressed problem is described. Example: Design a silhouette according to the defi ned volume of the giant.
Set 8: Sketch
Description: In the eighth pattern set, a proposal for a solution is sketched (Fig. 1) , and thus it may be discovered whether the solution is relevant. Each pattern becomes relevant only at the point where one can draw it [24] . Example: Figure 1 : Sketch of the presented pattern
Designing a pattern language
Th e guided method was developed to connect single patterns into a pattern language. Th is (Fig. 2) presents a newly-developed method which is based on a guided design process that was developed to assist in the designing of garments that use any narrative form for inspiration. Th e method consists of two parts: Th e fi rst, called "the design process", defi nes the importance of the individual phase in the process of drawing the garment and consists of the following phases: Design of silhouettes, design of proportions, design of clothes, design of accessories, and design of material. Each user decides which phase in the design process is the more important one to him/her [1] , and which one is the least important [5) . Th e defi ned value scale defi nes the process of how the garment will be drawn (In this case the more important phase is "Design of Silhouettes" and the least important is "Design of Accessories". Th is means that the user will fi rst draw the silhouette of the garment and, in the last stage, its accessories. Th e second part, called "Mythological Patterns", defi nes the sets that form the garment's silhouette and the variants that form its silhouette. Th e variants that form the silhouette are based on the results obtained from the researched literature. 
Design Components during the drawing process
Th e designer defi nes during the drawing process of the garments, the garment's silhouette and its proportions, the clothing variants, the material, and the accessories. Barthes [6] understanding of variants and types of garments was used for accurate observation and analyses of the individual components that defi ne the silhouette. Barthes describes the silhouette as a variant of the volume, the proportions as a variant of the fi t, the clothing as a variant of diff erent clothes, the material as a variant of materials and the accessories as a variant of diff erent accessories [6] . Th e fi ve components that form a garment's silhouette were used to form the categories in the proposed pattern language.
Th e Silhouette
Th e drawn silhouette may be defi ned as the silhouette of a garment or that of a body. "A silhouette of a garment defi nes its outer side" [32] . Th e words "giant", "small body", "long legs", "big head" and "large" describe variants of volume. Descriptions such as "small body", "long legs" and "big head" clearly describe the volume of the body, while the words "giant" and "large" do not give accurate information if they are describing the silhouette of the garment or that of the body. Th e volume of the body represents a starting point in designing clothes. Th e designer decides whether he/she will follow the volume of the body or if the given volume will be completely ignored. "Garments the volumes of which are giant underline authority and personality, while clothes with a small volume emphasise eroticism" [31] . Further more, the silhouette may be symmetrical or asymmetrical with regard to its horizontal or vertical cross-section. Words such as "giant", "huge" and "small" provide information about the length and depth of a silhouette, although this information is imprecisely defi ned. In contrast, words such as "long" and "short" provide only descriptions of length [6] . Proportions Proportions provide information about relationships which may represent a relationship between clothing and the body, one between garments and space, or one between the garments themselves. Words such as "long" or "down to the fl oor" describe a variant of length, which is always in relation to the object which it defi nes. "Length" is the more accurate and more widely-used variant, which is determined by the fact that the lower and upper body are not symmetric" [6] . Irrespective of whether only one variant is mentioned, it is always necessary to specify the relationships between all the possible states. Th rough that all the possibilities off ered by the regulations of information may be taken into account. Th e length of a proportion is a condition with a start and an end-point. Changing the length of a proportion allows an unlimited number of variants for each garment. According to Barthes, it is the length of an element that is in a relationship with space [6] . Th e designer determines the space of a body rather than the space in which a garment will be represented [6] . Garments Th e word "dress" represents a variant of a garment. "Clothes may be knitted, narrowly tailored or made out of structured forms" [33] . Texsite.info defi nes a dress as "women's outdoor clothing with sleeves that cover the upper and the lower parts of the body. A dress is the basic item in a woman's wardrobe. Typically it consists of a skirt and a corset with sleeves and a collar. It can also be sleeveless and collarless" [32] . Th e number of parts building the dress determines the dress's variants. "One-piece dresses accentuate innocence, youthfulness, and spontaneity, while a two-piece dress suggests a duality between good and evil. Th is duality derives from Greek mythology. A woman is only divine from the head to the waist, and demonic from the waist down" [34] . While the woman's dress may be one-piece, men's clothes are mostly presented as a three-piece unit that consists of trousers, a shirt and a jacket [6] . Material Material is "surface formation" [32] , which may be distinguished according to its fi bres, mode of binding, colour or thermal properties. Words such as "golden", "bright", "ripped" or "black" describe the variants of material. Individual words provide information about its properties. Words like "gold", "bright" and "black" provide information about the visual appearance of a material and not its fi ber composition, mode of binding or thermal properties. All these words propose the subjective perception of a situation; so it is necessary to identify and to take into consideration the relationships between the states. Irrespective of whether only one variant is mentioned, it is always necessary to specify the relationship between all possible states. Th e word "ripped" provides information about the state of a material and represents a polar opposite to the whole material [6] . Accessories Accessories represent the largest group of variants because they include all the parts that can contribute
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to the change of a garment's silhouette. Words such as "axe", "handle", "basket", "sleeve" and "handkerchief " represent diff erent kinds of accessories. Th e most important accessories are "a hat, cap, scarf, head-scarf, handkerchief, gloves and stockings" [32] . Accessories may directly aff ect the silhouette of a garment, i.e. in the way that the accessory represents an addition to the silhouette and is fi xed directly or indirectly, and in the way that the accessory is simply added to the garment's silhouette. Th e group of accessories that directly aff ect the garment's silhouette include the sleeve, which can be one or more-paced. Th e group of accessories that aff ect the garment's silhouette indirectly include the axe, handle, basket and handkerchief. Th ese are designed independently and are added later to the garment's silhouette [6] .
The Design Case: Visualisation of Garment' s Worn by Pehtra
Th e laboratory experiment presented here, as a design case, was carried out during a workshop which took place from 8.11.2012 to 15.11.2012 at the Faculty of Natural and Technical Sciences, University of Ljubljana, in which the students visualised the garments worn by Pehtra, the Slovenian mythological creature. 29 students took part, and 23 successfully completed it. 6 students did not complete the tasks in the given time. Th e experiment was conducted with textile and fashion design students because they did not have a clear design language at that time, and were therefore able to apply new design methods more easily. At the beginning each student was given a copy of the developed pattern language (Fig. 3) . First, the students had to decide which category was the more important and which one was the least important one for them. Aft er that, they had to choose 1 variant from each category which, in their opinion was the most suitable for the visualisation of the creature's garment. Aft er that, they had to draw every variant selected on a separate sheet of paper. During the test, the students drew 690 drawings of Pehtra's garment variants. As shown (Fig. 4) , the student in this example decided that the more important phase for him is "designing the silhouette", so he started with that stage. Th e second one was the design of the proportions, the third was the design of the garment, the fourth was the design of the material and the last one was the design of the accessories. In the sixth phase, the student combined all the design stages to form the fi nished silhouette.
Discussion
Aft er the test, the selection of non-picture based inspiration that was linked to a certain creature, the design components during the drawing process and the components that form the garment silhouette were observed.
Selection of Non-picture Based Inspiration
Th e results obtained in the test (Fig. 5) show, that 43% of the students chose the mythological pattern S(p)#1 -Giant from the set of variants that describe the silhouette. In 73.91% they chose the mythological pattern P(p)#1 -Long from the set of variants that describe the proportions. In 34.78% they chose the mythological pattern O(p)#2 -Dress 2 from the set of variants that describe the clothes. In 60.87% they chose the mythological pattern M(p)#4 -Black from the set of variants that describe the material. In 43.48% they chose the mythological pattern D(p)#4 -Sleeve from the set of variants that describe the accessories.
Selection of the design components during the drawing process
Th e results obtained in the test show that 21.74% of the students chose the combination SPOMD (silhouette (S), proportion (P), clothes (O), material (M) and accessories (D)) to defi ne their drawing process. 8.74% chose the combinations SOMPD, SMOPD, PSOMD, OSMPD, OMSPD and MOPSD, 4.35% chose the combination SPOMD, SPMOD, SMPOD, PSMDO, PMODS and MSOPD. As shown in (Fig. 6 ), 52.17% defi ned the phase of designing the silhouettes as the more important phase in the design process while drawing. As second and third they defi ned the designing of the proportions and the design of the clothes in 17.39% of the cases. In fourth place 13.05% defi ned the design of the material. None of the students 0%, defi ned the design of the accessories as the more important one.
Components that Form the Garment' s Silhouette
In the test, 115 sets of drawings (Fig. 7) were collected with 5 components that the students designed and 1 fi nished drawing, a total of 690 drawings. Each component was analysed separately to defi ne how and what the students were drawing. As shown in (Fig. 6 ), the student in this example decided to start by designing the material, followed by designing the silhouette, proportions, accessories and clothes.
Mythological Pattern solutions
Th e results obtained in the test while analysing the component of the silhouette show that 91.30% of the students used the proposed solutions. While analysing the component of proportions the results showed that 82.60% of the students used the proposed pattern solution. While analysing the components of garments the results showed that 91.30% of the students used the proposed pattern solution.
While analysing the component of material the results showed that 69.60% of the students used the proposed pattern solution. While analysing the component of accessories the results showed that 78.26% used the proposed pattern solution. As shown in (Fig. 8 ) the proposed pattern solutions were used by an average of 82.2%.
Th e formation of the silhouette 79.13% of the students used lines, 14.78% used geometrical forms, and 6.09% used the human body to draw the garment's silhouettes. Garment silhouettes created using lines have an organic shape and provide a sense of lightness as opposed to those using geometrical forms, which have a hard, rigid, geometrical shape and provide a sense of stability. Furthermore, it may be concluded that the silhouettes that were not drawn with the help of the human form looked grotesque and theatrical.
Th e formations of the proportions 100% of the students defi ned the proportions' start and end points. Th ey always defi ned only the proportions of the whole garment's silhouette and never the inner proportions of single garment variants. 73.90% of the students defi ned the start point for the length of the proportion at the area of the shoulders and the end point near the fl oor. 26.10% defi ned diff erent starting points but mainly in the area of the neck or the head. When they defi ned those start points, the fi nished garment's silhouette had a hood or a collar.
Th e formation of the garments 54.80% of the students designed a multi-piece dress, while 45.20% designed a single-piece dress. 91.40% designed a symmetrical dress, while 8.70% designed an asymmetrical dress. 90.40% visualised the garment on the human body, while 9.60% visualised it without it.
Th e formation of the material 100% of the students designed the material but only 15.70% used it on the fi nished garment drawing. 66.70% of the students who used the designed material on the fi nished garment used words to visualise the garment.
Th e formation of the accessories 100% of the students designed the accessories and 70.40% of them used them on the fi nished garment drawing. 75.10% who used the accessories on the fi nished garment visualiszed the accessories on the human body. Th e results obtained in the test while analysing the fi nal sketch show that 100% of the students used the defi ned silhouette, defi ned proportions and defi ned variant of the clothing on the fi nished drawing. Furthermore, the results show that 83.47% of them used the defi ned accessories on the fi nal drawing and that 14.78% used the defi ned material on the final drawing.
Conclusion
Th is article presents and opens a new approach in fashion, textile and clothing design research. Th e proposed guided method for researching fashion, textile and clothing design shows great potential for creating new interdisciplinary knowledge and also suggests the use of new methodological approaches, such as mythological patterns and the defi ned design process in researching fashion design. With the results obtained in the test it was proved that the design process is refl ected at the level of chosen words and at the level if the chosen design components during the drawing process, but it is not refl ected in the visualisations of diff erent garments' silhouettes. Furthermore, it may be concluded that the majority of the students depicted Pehtra's garment silhouette as a huge organic form that is frontally drawn, in two-pieces, symmetrically, black and with the volume of a human body. Th e proportions were defi ned from the area of the shoulders down to the fl oor. In the segment of accessories, the majority drew sleeves. Furthermore, the students considered the design of the accessories as the least important at the stage of drawing the garment's silhouette, as they never started with this category. Th e results confi rmed that the developed guided method is suitable for visualisation of garments that use narrative form as an inspiration and that the guided method allows visualisations that ensure accuracy and relevance of the visualisation because it provides information about the defi ned clothing inventory. With the guided method it is possible to transform written descriptions of garments into visualizations in the form of drawings. Th rough that, the verbal structure of garments can be successfully transformed into the garment's visual structure. To fully fulfi ll the aims of Barthes [6] and to continue the search for a unique design language, the visual structures of the garments have to be transformed into technical structures and then into iconographic ones. Th ose three structures would off er starting points for further interdisciplinary research. In addition, the developed method proved to be a great tool which may be used by fashion design students to improve their fashion design practice, and by fashion design educators to help students with their design decisions. Th e proposed method off ers solutions that have been tested and may be understood as best examples. Furthermore, the method proved to be a great tool for analysing the design process and off ers a deep insight into it because it provides a standardised environment that may be easily analysed and discussed. Moreover the development method takes into account the fashion design practice and supports the idea that fashion designers need instructions that will guide them and make them aware of all known descriptions of garments that may be linked to a specifi c creature. Th rough that it was established that the visualised garments do not only contain the interpretations of a certain designer but may be seen as a concrete and correct visualisation of a certain creature's garment.
